HEALTHCARE DESIGN

Communication Boards

HEALTHCARE DESIGN
SERVICES
EVIDENCE-BASED IMAGERY
··Visual Cues
··Therapeutic Art
WAYFINDING SOLUTIONS
··Toxic Cue Assessments
··Medical/Design Input
··Interior/Exterior
··Modular Systems
··Custom Fabrications
··Picture Integration

Communication is critical to the operation of health care systems. JCAHO
data shows that the underlying cause of 65% of sentinel events is a breakdown
in communication.* The ID Signsystems Communication Board Systems
were created with this problem in mind. They provide a tool for transparent
communication among patients, caregivers, and loved ones. Based on data from
trials with these boards, they can provide better understanding of care, provide
a central location and organized means to communicate information about
procedures, and clarify results of various efforts.
*Joint Commission. Sentinel event statistics – June 30, 2007. Accessed at http://www.jointcommission.org/
SentinelEvents/Statistics

COMMUNICATION BOARDS
··Patient Communication Boards
··Prevention Reminder Boards
··Time-Out Boards
··Brand/Marketing Boards
··Holder Accessories

DATA IS CLEAR AND EASY TO SEE, IMAGERY CAN BE INCLUDED TO CALM AND SOOTHE

PROVIDING BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF CARE

Promote clearer communication and watch patient satisfaction rise. The
information fielded on our patented communication board system can be
tailored to specific units or patient demographics. Data such as room numbers,
phone numbers, dates can be added at no extra charge. Stay over and language
templates are easily and effortlessly changed out with our patented system. Add
pain charts, staff names and daily plans at no extra charge.

CONTACT:
Jeff Ureles
ID Signsystems
410 Atlantic Avenue
Rochester, NY 14609
585.266.5750 x202
Fax: 585.266.5798
jureles@idsignsystems.com
www.idsignsystems.com

IDENTITY DESIGN SIGNS SOLUTIONS

ID Signsystems develops evidence-based visual
solutions that enhance the health care experience
and express conscious attention to quality of care.
FEATURES

Each of these communication systems is totally customizable including size,
wording, images and logos. In addition, id Signsystems provides a template library
of elements. We work with your staff and administrators to determine your needs and
preferences to produce a template that meets the unique needs of your facility.
Each patented system is created in three parts: an easy-to-clean, dry-erase surface,
a custom insert underneath, and an anodized aluminum, sturdy frame that snaps
open on all four sides to make every board changeable and effortless to install.

